
TRACTORS

MACHINE: 8160, 8260, 8360,
and 8560 Tractors

SUBJECT: CCLS Pump Cavitation

3/98

CONCERN
1. Sluggish steering and little hydraulic flow to

the transmission, remotes, or 3-point after
initial startup, due to pump cavitation. After
the unit has run for a short time, hydraulic
functions are regained. Concern is most
prominent after the tractor has set for long
periods of time, such as overnight.

2. Lack of hydraulic functions continues
throughout tractor operation.

CAUSE
1. Air has entered the suction filter from the

remote return line. The air originates from the
sump, comes through the EDC valve through
the sense line, and then through the remotes
to the return-to-line, to the pump. This allows
the suction filter to drain oil back to the sump.
The pump must now pull the air out of the
filter and recharge itself prior to regaining full
hydraulic functions.

2. Air is being sucked into the system
constantly, causing the pump to cavitate.

-T17

CORRECTION
1. Check the return line from the remotes to the

top of the suction filter base on the CCLS
pump assembly to be sure the fittings are
tight and the line is not cracked. The shuttle
tee between the EDC and remotes should be
rotated 90 degrees, with the EDC sense line
to the top and the remote sense line to the
bottom. The sense lines will need to be
reformed and reconnected to the shuttle tee,
using locally-procured 90” fittings. In some
cases, it has been found that the check ball
needs to be hammer-seated onto the lower
(remote) seat to get a good seal. This change
has gone into production from driveline serial
#09212153 (Modena) and serial #08002582
(Antwerp).
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FOR SINGLE REMOTES, SENSE LINE
CHANGES

Previous Current
Part # Description Part #

82003889 Remote to shuttle tee 82011652
82003885 EDC to shuttle tee 82011649
82003888 Shuttle tee to CCLS 82011651

pump

FOR DUAL REMOTES, SENSE LINE
CHANGES

Previous
Part #

82002455

82002456

82002456

82003885
82003888

Description

RH remote to remote
shuttle tee
LH remote to remote
shuttle tee
Remote shuttle tee to
EDC shuttle
EDC to shuttle tee
Shuttle tee to CCLS
pump, 90” elbow
EDC to shuttle

Current
Part #

82002456

82002455

82011653

82011649
82011651
86512933

2. In addition to completing number 1 above, for
this concern, the following may also need to
be checked:

a. Check suction filter seal for proper
seating.

b. A suction tube is fitted into the rear axle
housing. This tube is sealed at the top with
an 0 ring, which may have been cut
during assembly. This suction tube also
has a welded joint, just below the 0 ring.
Check this weld for porosity. The tube is
held to the bottom of the rear axle housing
by a tab welded to the tube and a bolt into
the bottom of the rear axle housing. For
units equipped with FWD, be sure this tab
is located above the plastic cover that
goes around the FWD clutch. If the tube
was installed after the plastic cover, it will
space the tube down so the 0 ring does
not seal into the rear axle housing. This
tube can only be accessed by removing
the bottom cover of the rear axle. The
suction tube fit-up has been controlled
from the plant, effective from the driveline
serial #09176796 (Modena) and ALL
(Antwerp).

Figure 1

1. Horizontally-positioned shuttle valve
2. Sensing line to EDC valve
3. Sensing line
4. Sensing line
5. Remote valves

Figure 2

1. Vertically-positioned  shuttle valve
2. Sensing line to EDC valve
3. New elbows
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c. Where the pump bolts to the side of the
rear axle housing, there are two openings.
An upper opening for the pump drive
gears, and a lower opening for oil to be
pulled from the sump (this is the top of the
cast oil passage that the suction tube fits
into). The two openings need to be sealed
properly between them so air cannot be
pulled from the top opening into the lower
oil passage. Refer to the Service Manual,
page 8-2-37, for the proper application of
Loctite Gasket Eliminator 518 to the
housing surface.

WARRANTY STATUS

Standard warranty applies.

02/29/22/57
02/29/42/57
02/29/47/57

d. Along the front face of the CCLS pump
assembly, the lowest, inboard socket
head capscrew hole may have been
drilled too deep and broken through to the
oil suction passage. Remove the socket
head cap screw and see if oil weeps from
the hole. If so, seal with a hard setting
sealer in the bottom of the hole. Suspect
pumps are within the pump date range of
96A01 to 96630 (January 1, 1996 to July
30, 1996).
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